
EduTyping Activities

Basketball Keyboarding
Objective To adapt the game of basketball to motivate 

keyboarding students to excel in their typing speeds. 

The faster a student types, the more points he scores 

for his team.
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Procedure 1. Divide your class into two equal teams. 

2. Depending on what is appropriate for your class, 

have the students complete a 2, 3, or 5-minute timed 

writing. 

3. As in the real game of basketball, there are only 

three ways to score points (regular shot, three-point 
shot and a foul shot). Set your point total equivalents 

for the class based on the speeds the students are 

capable of achieving. 

For example: 

If a student achieves a typing score between 15 to 20 

wpm, his team is awarded 1 point (foul shot). 

If a student achieves a typing score between 21 to 29 

wpm, his team is awarded 2 points (regular shot). 

If a student achieves a typing score equal to or 
greater than 30 wpm, his team is awarded 3 points 

(three point shot). 
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Note: Adjust the type speed range and point 
equivalents based on the skill level of your class. 

4. Upon completion of the timed writing, go to each 

team member and add his score to the team total. 
Another option is to have them indicate by a show of 
hands how many had one point, two points, and so
on. 

5. Record the team totals four times to represent the 

four quarters played in the real game of basketball. 

Materials

Time Teacher’s discretion.

No special materials required.

This game can really become a fun and lively contest 
by adding your own little gimmicks. 

Encourage the students to select teams’ names, 

players’ names, etc. 

To discourage disruptive behavior, inform the 

students that you are the referee with fouls called 

and points deducted for each foul.

Variations


